
 
 
 
 
 

 
PREPARING YOUR GARMENT FOR STATE FASHION REVUE 

 
Use the following checklist to get your garment ready for State Fashion Revue Judging. 

1. ✓ 1. Only the pieces you can wear at one time will be evaluated. If there are additional 
pieces, you must choose which ones to send. Garments not worn may be carried on the 
stage (e.g. matching pants or skirt), and small children may model garments made for 
them on stage. Backpacks, hats, slippers, etc. are considered accessories and will not 
be evaluated for construction. Their appropriateness will be judged during modeling 
evaluation. Do not send it to state judging. Bring it with you for modeling. 

2. ✓ 2. Place your Garment Description Form and Pattern Guide Sheet in a gallon size 
zipper seal clear or plastic bag. If you have already turned in your Garment Description 
Form to your county 4-H office, they will put your form in the bag for you. 

3. ✓ 3. Fill out the top section of a blank Advanced Level Evaluation Form with your 
judging #, age, garments, # of items, and years in the clothing project. Do not fill out 
your name, club, town, or county. Be sure to fill out the ✓ column to indicate which 
construction technique you tried for the first time. Put this form in the plastic bag. 

4. ✓ 4. Write your judging number on a small (3"x3") piece of paper(s) and attach it to 
each garment item being judged. 

5. ✓ 5. You should launder or dry clean your garment(s) if it is soiled or has perspiration 
odor.  

6. ✓ 6. Garments may be improved between county and state evaluations, but garments 
may not be added or subtracted. That is, all garments coming to the state evaluation 
must have been judged at the county level and all garments judged at the county level 
must come to the state evaluation. 

7. ✓ 7. Attach the plastic bag that includes your Garment Description Form, Pattern 
Guide Sheet, and Advanced Level Evaluation Form to your hanger. You can do this by 
punching a hole in the bag and looping it over the hanger hook or attach it with a clothes 
pin, etc.  

8. ✓ 8. Cover your garment completely with a plastic bag of the dry cleaner or trash bag 
type. If you have a long garment, place a bag over the lower half as well. Do not send 
quality garment bags as these tend to "disappear". 
 

Good Luck! We look forward to seeing you in your garment at State Activities Day. 
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